Our Unique Christian Distinctiveness
Weekly church services led by
church reverend and the
church family worker
A whole school value is taught each
term and links to this are made within the medium term planning for
Weekly questions and activities from collective worship are responded to through class
and through homework weekly.

LSF champions - Group
of children meeting HT
to discuss RE and CW
topics in school. Review
wholes school vision

RE is regularly monitored to ensure
that sufficient time is given to the
teaching of this; teaching is of a high
standard; books scrutinised and
assessment tracked using
Target Tracker.

RE as core
subject
Worship

Reflective
environment

Prayer Space
Regular opportunities to take part in
Prayer opportunities
begin with ‘we are now
going to pray.’ Children
to be still and to reflect
and join in with Amen if
they wish.
Daily acts of worship
start and end with a
prayer.

Planning

Prayer

Prayer boxes in hall and in
individual classrooms—read
out in prayer regularly in
whole school and class worship time.
Children are taught about
how to pray through the
teaching of the Lord’s
Prayer/ The Grace

There is a school prayer group led by
parents and members of the church
community who pray for the school on a
weekly basis

Outreach
Links with Starfish Malawi
Harvest lunch with the elderly
in the village.

Working with the homeless—
Open House in Crawley

Vision

There is a whole school reflection
area in the hall for children to
respond to ideas and thoughts
discussed in whole school worship

There is a reflective prayer space in
each classroom which has a weekly
reflection question. Responses are
collected in a class Spiritual Journal.

Reflection areas
developing outside 9willow and
house) and inside, by Lilac
class

A whole school value is taught
each term and links to this are
made within the medium term planning
for curriculum subjects. 18 values
across 3 years.

The School Development Plan highlights SIAMS as high priority in
PDBW

Collective Worship overview written
in liaison with the church Rev to incorporate the church calendar and
key festivals and events—2017 The
Year of the Bible
Children know the vision statement
and LSF champions regularly reflect
on how effective this is in school
environment.
The whole school vision is displayed
across the school and in each
classroom reflection area.

